
CUSTOM PAPER WINE GLASS TAGS

paper wine glass tags - Add a design, specific to party theme. Use the Wine Glass Tags Pinnovation die to decorate
your wine glasses for events and parties . Christmas Party Personalized Wine Glass Tags "SANTA BABY" Set of
Perfect for.

Paper Tags These pretty numbered tags are secured to the wine glass stems using grosgrain ribbon. There are
so many beads on the market that you could really customize this project any way you like. Sparkle Charms If
sparkles are more your thing, give these shimmering beauties a try! Etched Number Glasses Sugar and Charm
shares a fantastic tutorial on how to etch wine glasses. Get the tutorial for these over at Live Laugh Rowe.
Chalkboard Shapes Turn tiny wooden shapes into chalkboard wine tags. Find out how to make them at the
London Reid Blog. Get the tutorial here. Learn how at Living Like The Kings. Pom Pom Charms Pom poms
are on trend these days, so why not make a few pom pom wine charms? DIY Custom Name Tags for Work
Add a coat of chalkboard paint to the bottom of your wine glasses so they can be customized depending on the
occasion. Printable Wine Glass Flags How About Orange has been kind enough to create a printable template
for these fun wine glass flagsâ€¦ head over here to download them for free. Scrabble Charms If you play
Scrabble on your phone, odds are you have an old Scrabble set laying around somewhereâ€¦ use up those
pieces by making a bunch of these fun wine charms! Add monograms for extra pizzazz. Centsational Girl
shares how to make this sparkling wine charms here. Patterned Paper Hostess With The Mostess blog shared
this genius idea: cut out round pieces of beautiful patterned paper and tack them to the bottoms of wine glasses
using small pieces of double-sided tape. There are so many beads on the market that you could really
customize this project any way you like. Fabric Wine Glass Coaster This one requires a bit more effort, but the
end result is just fantastic. Etched Number Glasses Sugar and Charm shares a fantastic tutorial on how to etch
wine glasses. Jewelry Inspired Wine Charms Take a cue from your prettiest jewelry for these gorgeous stone
and metal wine charms. Wood Slice Charms Use up those branches that fall from the trees in your backyard
by creating a set of these rustic wood slice wine charms. Learn how to make this fun fabric wine glass coaster
over at Sew Many Ways. Fabric Wine Glass Coaster This one requires a bit more effort, but the end result is
just fantastic. Connect with us. Add monograms for extra pizzazz. Guests can write their names on them, or
you can write a reminder to yourself! Pom Pom Charms Pom poms are on trend these days, so why not make a
few pom pom wine charms? Read more at Hope Studios. Customize the colors for the season or the theme of
your party. Wood Slice Charms Use up those branches that fall from the trees in your backyard by creating a
set of these rustic wood slice wine charms. Learn how at Living Like The Kings. Read more at Wedding Bee.
Crocheted Wine Charms Petals To Picots shares a tutorial for these beautiful crocheted wine charmsâ€¦ she
even shows you how to add small glass beads to the edge of the crochet work. Guests can write their names on
them, or you can write a reminder to yourself! Patterned Paper Hostess With The Mostess blog shared this
genius idea: cut out round pieces of beautiful patterned paper and tack them to the bottoms of wine glasses
using small pieces of double-sided tape. Connect with us. Find out how to make them at the London Reid
Blog. Learn how to make this fun fabric wine glass coaster over at Sew Many Ways. Centsational Girl shares
how to make this sparkling wine charms here. Get the tutorial here. DIY Custom Name Tags for Work Add a
coat of chalkboard paint to the bottom of your wine glasses so they can be customized depending on the
occasion. Scrabble Charms If you play Scrabble on your phone, odds are you have an old Scrabble set laying
around somewhereâ€¦ use up those pieces by making a bunch of these fun wine charms! Crocheted Wine
Charms Petals To Picots shares a tutorial for these beautiful crocheted wine charmsâ€¦ she even shows you
how to add small glass beads to the edge of the crochet work. Printable Wine Glass Flags How About Orange
has been kind enough to create a printable template for these fun wine glass flagsâ€¦ head over here to
download them for free. Read more at Wedding Bee.


